Lysine-based peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) with strong chiral constraint: control of helix handedness and DNA binding by chirality.
Two enantiomeric chiral PNAs bearing three adjacent D- or L-lysine-based residues in the middle of the strand ("chiral box" PNAs, sequence H-GTAGA(Lys)T(Lys)C(Lys)ACT-NH2) have been used as models in order to comprehensively study the effects of the stereogenic centers on PNA conformation and on PNA binding properties to complementary PNA and DNA strands. The binding properties of the two enantiomeric PNAs and of their homologous achiral PNA have been extensively studied by UV and CD spectroscopy and by mass spectrometry, both in the antiparallel and in the parallel mode with complementary PNA and DNA strands. In the antiparallel PNA:PNA duplexes, L-Lys PNA were found to form left-handed, and D-Lys PNA right handed helices, while in parallel duplexes, the reversed helicities were observed. Correspondingly, the preferred mode of binding and the best mismatch recognition of the D-Lys containing PNA with (right handed) DNA was found to be in the antiparallel orientation, while that of L-Lys PNA was found to be in the parallel mode. A rationale which correlates the preferred handedness of the PNA-PNA duplexes to the directionality of the binding to complementary DNA duplexes has been devised according to structural data and considering the "retro-inverso" concept widely used for peptides.